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 Beginning in the 1880s, the massive number of European and Asian immigrants to the 

United States gave new texture to existing American multiculturalism and the evolving question 

of “What is an American?” By the 1890s, the answers to this question had developed into two 

major theories of national identity.  The first, Anglo-Saxonism, increasingly relied upon Social 

Darwinist rhetoric to shape its imperialistic model.  As the Reverend Josiah Strong wrote in 

1885, there had always been “comparatively unoccupied land westward” throughout “the history 

of the world”, but it “[would] soon be taken” (174-5).  When that occurred, “the world [would] 

enter upon a new stage of its history—the final competition of races, for which the Anglo-Saxon 

is being schooled” (175, emphasis in the original).  In other words, the “result of this competition 

of races [would] be the ‘survival of the fittest’” wherein only the Anglo-Saxons descendency 

would thrive (175).  In response to this premise, Frederick Jackson Turner articulated his 

‘frontier theory’.  Like Strong, Turner invoked the rapidly disappearing western frontier, but 

Turner figured it not as a theatre of conflict, but as a location for rebirth and renewal.  As Turner 

noted, “[t]he wilderness masters the colonist.  […] It takes him from the railroad car and puts 

him in the birch canoe. It strips off the garments of civilization and arrays him in the hunting 

shirt and the moccasin.  […] Little by little he transforms the wilderness, but the outcome is not 

the old Europe, not simply the development of Germanic germs […].  The fact is, that here is a 

new product that is American” (81-82). 

With such questions and discourse dominating both popular and intellectual culture, it is 

unsurprising that many American writers engage this debate of what an American was and how 

exactly the frontier—America’s most unique trait—operated in defining the American 

experience.  While many explored the physical frontier in their texts, many others also 
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confronted the social and psychological lines between civilization or progress and wilderness or 

the unknown.  In particular, this work will examine how the physical frontiers depicted in Mark 

Twain, Jack London, and Helen Hunt Jackson’s work function along this dichotomy, as well as 

how Charlotte Perkins Gilman and Theodore Dreiser question the aftermath. 

Like Turner, Mark Twain (Samuel Longhorn Clemens) viewed the west as a crucible 

used to extract the metal of the American from the base ore of humanity.  Indeed, he consciously 

chose the Western-inspired pseudonym Mark Twain to further imbue his own created persona as 

having been reborn in the west.  Naturally then, Hannibal, Missouri--the land where his own 

mythic personality began—similarly inhabits the Frederick Jackson Turner world.  At the 

antebellum border between the frontier and settlement, Hannibal and its surrounds function as a 

liminal space where a developing boy can be taken from the civilized schoolroom, put in that 

“birch canoe” of a Mississippi river raft, and create a new, American manhood in the space 

between old and new worlds. 

At the outset of the novel, Tom Sawyer is a young boy whose primary occupation is in 

chasing new experiences, which allow him to feel “strong, deep, unalloyed pleasure” “much as 

an astronomer feels who has discovered a new planet” (21).  Yet, he is largely confined within 

the boundaries of ‘civilized’ Hannibal proper, and the majority of his early experiences are spent 

pushing the boundaries of its established institutions:  conning his friends to complete his chores 

for him, selling their treasures back for Sunday School tickets to avoid learning verses while still 

getting the glory of winning a Bible, playing with pinch bugs in church, and taking punishments 

at school for the greater purpose of winning the opportunity to flirt with Becky Thatcher.  

However, between Becky’s rejection and witnessing the murder of Doc Robinson, the social 

boundaries become more rigid walls.  Unable to manipulate his way out of his misery under this 
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system, Tom rejects Hannibal and—with his friends Huckleberry Finn and Joe Harper—seeks 

freedom from Hannibal’s problems in the ‘frontier’ of uninhabited Jackson Island.  On this sort 

of Neverland, the boys can feed their basic desires without any infringement:  there is no one to 

tell them to bathe or go to school or learn their bible verses, and the more adult problems of 

frustrated love and justice fall away.  The boys are free to pursue any of their favorite forms of 

selfish, instant gratification as they are free to fish and swim and run about naked as much as 

they please—certainly more so than at any time in Hannibal. 

 Yet despite this new setting, the boys cannot entirely escape their newly awakened sense 

of civilized regret. During their first night on the island, they reinstate some of their boundaries 

in “[saying] their prayers inwardly” as they were “afraid” not to say them at all “lest they might 

call down a sudden and special thunderbolt from Heaven” (120).  Civilized conscience also 

“intrudes” upon their sleep:  “they began to feel a vague fear that they had been doing wrong to 

run away; and next they thought of the stolen meat, and then the real torture came” (120).  

Though the boys immediately soothe their consciences by vowing that “their piracies should not 

again be sullied with the crime of stealing,” they cannot so easily escape their feeling that 

running away was wrong (120).  Though the boys remain on the island out of a selfish desire to 

trick the town and attend their own funerals, Tom learns an important lesson after their return.  

Upon confessing to his aunt that he had returned to Hannibal from the island to leave her a letter 

of explanation and how he comforted his sleeping aunt with a kiss, Aunt Polly forgives Tom and 

kisses him.  This kiss “swept away his low spirits and made him lighthearted and happy again” 

(161).  Though Tom’s newfound lightheartedness could be a child’s simple pleasure at having 

been coddled, it may also be that Tom has happened upon a very ‘American’ phase of 

maturation.  Though he has not yet entirely acquired a true sense of selflessness from his 
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combined trials within Hannibal and the surrounding wild spaces, these dual forces change 

Tom’s initial position.  His wild, frontier-like self-interest is tempered by civilized morals, and 

Tom is now a hybrid:  he changed his wilderness, but the wilderness also changed him.  He is 

now in an in-between state full of possibility. 

Like Twain’s Tom Sawyer, Jack London’s 1903 children’s novel The Call of the Wild 

was also set in the frontier—Alaska, America’s last frontier.  As such, it does not have feeling of 

‘endless’ liminal explorative space that Twain’s novel has.  In fact, London has a much more 

explicit interest in the transition point noted in Strong’s Anglo-Saxon position, where the 

“survival of the fittest” is given far more dominance.  Indeed, much of The Call of the Wild 

parallels the Anglo-Saxon “germ theory.”  London begins his novel by drawing his main 

character—Buck, a large “St. Bernard”/“Scotch shepherd” dog—as an animal whose master has 

given him “the life of a sated aristocrat” (18).  Soon, this dog is kidnapped from his California 

home and abused in order to fit him to pull a dog sled for prospectors in the Klondike strike of 

1897.  His own innate, superior qualities combine with the experience of his beating (which 

“knocked all blind pluck and rashness out of his desire for mastery”), and enable Buck’s 

“imagination” to allow him to kill—or out-compete—the lead-dog and assume his position in the 

team (80, 97).  At this point in the novel, the southern Buck is very much like Strong’s foreign 

Anglo-Saxon who conquers the natives and assumes complete dominance.   

Yet though London’s Buck would rather die than give up the lead-dog position, he knows 

that some day he will weaken, be replaced by a younger, fitter dog, and be killed in the struggle.  

It is at this point where London begins to complicate, then reject Strong’s thesis.  Throughout the 

remainder of the novel, London consistently maintains that adoption into the wilderness itself 

gives one the best chance at survival.  Most of the human characters—as creatures that set 
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themselves outside ‘nature’—meet especially gory ends.  In particular, Hal, Charles and 

Mercedes—three naïve prospectors “manifestly out of place” in the North—quite literally drive 

themselves to death when they ignore the obvious ice thawing and drown (126).  Buck’s next 

owner, the far more savvy woodsman John Thornton still succumbs to the Yeehats Indians.  

Only Buck is left, and he abandons any ‘civilized’ dominance over the wilderness to fully answer 

“the call of the wild” and join a wolf pack.  In choosing this conclusion, not only overturns 

Strong’s thesis, but Turner’s as well, for Turner maintained that “little by little [man] transforms 

the wilderness” after he “fits himself into the Indian clearings and follows the Indian trails” 

knowing that he must “accept the conditions [the wilderness] furnishes, or perish” (82).  In the 

end, London implies that the only way a foreigner can work within the wilderness is to be 

adopted into it. 

Helen Hunt Jackson, on the other hand, approached the idea of the frontier’s role in 

American development not from the position of the foreigner entering the land, but from the 

land’s existing inhabitants reacting to the invasion.  Jackson became an Indian rights activist in 

1879, and eventually published her popular Indian rights novel Ramona a year before her death 

in 1885.  Set in California just after the Mexican-American war, the novel follows its eponymous 

heroine, a Scots-Native American orphan, from her early teenage days as a ward of the 

Morenos—an affluent Mexican family—through the revelation of her heritage and her marriage 

to Alessandro, a Native American shepherd and the son of the head of his tribe 

The novel is particularly interesting today for its careful depiction of the slow stripping of 

Native American rights under a growing United States presence.  What makes Jackson’s 

California story notably different from Great Plains Indian narratives is that the Californian 

Native Americans are already the defined outsider group in the pre-existing Native 
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American/Mexican relationship.  After all, Jackson’s Mexican characters often say “only a” 

before the word “Indian”, and Indians do not hold positions of authority, as is revealed when the 

Moreno’s head shepherd is crippled but not threatened when the Indian Alessandro acts in his 

stead, for “the Señora would never think of putting an Indian permanently in so responsible a 

position on the estate” (98).  However, in areas more under Mexican-American than eastern 

American rule, the Native Americans have relatively autonomous rule.  Alessandro’s father, the 

tribal leader for his group, maintains an area for his people, establishes permanent homes for 

them, and the tribe maintains animal herds which ensure their financial survival.  The Mexicans 

largely leave the Native Americans to their own democratic rule.   

Once the American presence begins to grow—which coincides with the beginning of 

Ramona and Alessandro’s marriage—the Native Americans are evicted from their lands when 

the American government sells the tracts to eastern settlers.  As Ramona and Alessandro’s many 

removals throughout the novel show, the Native Americans get pushed farther and farther into 

undesirable areas where it is impossible to grow crops or raise herds.  Eventually, the Native 

Americans are left unable to support themselves, so they are effectively forced into registering 

with an Indian Agent to receive welfare support.  After so many register, the government begins 

creating a reservation where the native population can be restricted and monitored.   

The registration process and the reservations are especially degrading, as Jackson depicts 

when Alessandro is forced to register in order to obtain some medical help for his dying 

daughter.  When he reacts to the Indian Agent writing down his name in the records, the Agent 

impatiently says to his translator “There’s no making these Indians understand anything.  They 

seem to think if I have their names in my book, it gives me some power over them” (399).  

Curiously, it is the illiterate American Aunt Ri—a friend to Alessandro and Ramona—who says 
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“Wall, don’t it?”  She is, of course, correct.  With that information, Alessandro would give up his 

autonomy and become a sort of prisoner to the American government, dependent upon it for 

everything and restricted to staying in a defined area.  Alessandro would relinquish himself, 

something the Agent unconsciously recognizes in his off-hand comment of “It is very different 

from what it would be if I had all my Indians on a reservation” (399).  Alessandro immediately 

picks up on the possessive “my Indians” despite his limited English skills and flatly refuses to 

give his name “if it makes [him the Agent’s]” (399).  What Jackson’s novel carefully details is 

that while the eastern Americans may consider their frontier a place of pure democracy in action, 

that same space denies an entire people not only a say in group decisions, but can even deny 

them their own selfhood. 

Unlike the previous writers, Charlotte Perkins Gilman situated her critique of the frontier 

and its role in American development outside the borders of America itself.  In fact, the land 

depicted in Herland (1915) is an altogether fictional land.  It stands more as an ideal model for 

how the now vanished frontier could have been negotiated in a more productive way.  The book 

details the adventures of three (ostensibly American, given their diction) male college students 

who joined a cartographic expedition of a great foreign river and heard folktales of a “strange 

and terrible ‘Woman Land’” in the distant mountains (4).  The three men—Vandyk Jennings (the 

narrator), Terry O. Nicholson, and Jeff Margrave— agree that “[t]here was something attractive 

to a bunch of unattached young men in finding an undiscovered country of a strictly Amazonian 

nature” and set off to discover it (7).  However, they are captured in short order.  Yet, unlike how 

the American government treated the Native Americans, the Herlanders do not entirely strip their 

captives of their autonomy.  Though it is true that the three men are effectively imprisoned for a 
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time, the reason is not to remove their personhood, but to better understand them as people and 

to have that understanding be reciprocated. 

To an extent, Gilman allows the Herlanders and the men to come to a tentative mutual 

understanding after the educational period, and the men are brought into the society.  At first, the 

men continue to struggle with the integration, for they largely still view themselves as 

“masculine” under their own culture’s definition and keep trying to determine how the women 

function as “feminine”, not fully realizing that the motherhood that “was the dominant note of 

their whole culture” replaces “femininity” in a very important way (60).  Motherhood to the 

Herlanders was not the “helpless involuntary fecundity” of reproduction, but a gift of “Making 

People” (70).  Gilman’s narrator capitalizes these words for good reason: each inhabitant of 

Herland is her own, autonomous being.  As Van elaborates, the children “were People, too, from 

the first; the most precious part of the nation” and were spared the “overbearing rudeness” that 

the rest of the world shows to its children as dependent beings at the bottom of all hierarchies 

(101).  In Herland, the mothers do not even pass on a filial name to their daughters, for the 

daughters “have their own names,” further indicative of their individual status.  Eventually, the 

men realize how liberating this egalitarianism is when they seek to marry some of the 

Herlanders.  In explaining what a marriage is, the men first tell their beloveds that “a wife is the 

woman who belongs to a man”, but quickly follow this statement with “a husband is the man 

who belongs to a woman”  (117).  The women tactfully reject this language of giving reciprocal 

ownership to each other saying “As to giving us things—of course we can see that you’d like to, 

but we are glad you can’t. […] You see, we love you just for yourselves.  […] Isn’t it enough to 

know that you are loved personally—and just as men?” (118).  In other words, the best form of 

relationship between two parties in Herland is one in which unique personhood is acknowledged, 
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respected, and adored.  It is, in fact, the true practice of the principles of social equality that 

underline the very ideals of democracy.  If Gilman considered the men’s exploration of Herland 

as a sort of exploration of a new frontier, then she rejected Turner’s thesis that man becomes a 

new creature from his time in the frontier through the hybridization of his old state to that of the 

new or Strong’s argument of conquering all.  Instead, she offers a third option:  finding ones’ 

selfhood and acknowledging the equal selfhood of others in the liminal space.  

Unlike the other writers, Theodore Dreiser has no frontier setting for his Sister Carrie 

(1900) at all. In fact, his is a story of what happens after the physical frontier closes entirely:  

faced with the end of outwards expansion, people are driven inward to the cities for their 

survival.  In this respect, the cities begin to fill a function that the frontier had:  people go to the 

cities as they went to the frontier to be reborn, to start life afresh.  And so Sister Carrie begins 

with Caroline Meeber boarding the train from rural Columbia City to booming Chicago. 

Of course, this move to “go to the city” rather than “go west” has its own consequences 

not unlike the end Strong prophesized.  In increasing the population of a species within a defined 

area, the competition for resources within that area increase proportionally.  Therefore, social 

inequality seems like a natural byproduct of the urban environment:  in order for a few to do 

well, they must take bread from the mouths of many.  This inequality acts similarly to the 

Spencerian misunderstanding of Darwinism and the lynchpin of the Anglo-Saxonist argument:  

“survival of the fittest.”  It is this very précis that founds Dreiser’s novel, where this force 

strongly limits one’s social options and almost pre-determines one’s success.  In order for his 

character Carrie, a failed factory girl earning $4.50 a week, to rise to a starlet earning hundreds 

and receiving marriage proposals from millionaires, someone else must lose position, for there is 
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only so much money to go around.  And so Carrie’s “husband”, Hurstwood, becomes penniless 

and dies in obscurity.   

If social selection favors one, it must cut another, and—as Hurstwood’s fall from 

affluent, respected club manager to nameless pauper shows—success is not a permanent state in 

the urban environment.  Constant selection means that no one individual can remain content with 

his or her position, for everything is dynamic and if one is not rising, then one is falling.  Dreiser 

especially excels at depicting this futile struggle by making Carrie’s happiness at each new stage 

of her rise increasingly short lived until she realizes at the novel’s conclusion that she is not an 

actualized person, but a mere “illustration” of the fact that “It was forever to be the pursuit of 

that radiance of delight which tints the distant hill-tops of the world” (398).  Dreiser’s final lines 

reveal that Carrie—and through her all people—can never have too much or find true 

contentment, for the condition created by the urban frontier is one in which forces all to “dream 

such happiness as you may never feel” (399).. 

This constant desire from continual struggle is obviously Dreiser’s notable departure 

from Strong’s model, which held Anglo-Saxon ascendancy as an incontestable endpoint of a vast 

chain of progress, but it is also a commentary on Turner’s frontier thesis, too.  If it could be said 

that Turner saw democracy and its characteristic egalitarianism as created and sustained by the 

frontier and this democracy as the main characteristic defining America, then with the close of 

the geographic frontier and the move to the competitive urban frontier, America’s defining 

characteristic would fizzle and fade as inequality and strife became its new primary cultural 

markers, and Turner’s America would inexorably die. People may go to the cities to be reborn 

like they went to the frontier, but unlike the frontier, the cities will trap them in a phoenix loop. 
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Dreiser, Gilman, Jackson, London, and Twain all investigate different aspects and 

outcomes of how the frontier operates in determining just what an American is.  Twain’s work 

can be read as supporting Turner’s later thesis of wilderness and man meeting at the frontier in a 

reciprocal relationship, changing and being changed by each other.  London holds that the 

wilderness beyond the frontier is the stronger force, forcing individuals to struggle against each 

other only to die or be adopted into the wild.  Jackson found the democratic egalitarianism 

posited by Turner’s thesis to be romanticized, for it ignored those already populating the frontier 

and the wild.  Gilman offered a retrospective hypothesis for how the invader and invadee could 

have potentially maintained a respectful equality, and Dreiser posits that any equality would 

evaporate once the liminal frontier disappeared to be replaced by harsh, urban limits.  Though 

each of their texts differ vastly, they all participate in the discourse of how the frontier might act 

in creating the idea and reality of America.  
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